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Training Engineer

About Our Objectives…

T

his manual provides a reference guideline for students to
identify what is expected of them during their internship
sessions. The document outlines the details of the
internship program and specifies the expected student
responsibilities during their summer internships.
It also
provides a summary of major issues and/or activities that should
be considered by the students. Finally, the document outlines
the Report and Presentation requirements for the students. The
manual reflects the state of knowledge of BUE trainees at the
end of each year of study and specifies the potential tasks they
could successfully perform according to their level of
knowledge.
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Another objective of this Manual is to demonstrate
the university regulations regarding the organization of
industrial collaboration for field visits, research activities and
students’ summer internships. It also covers the departmental
tasks for both Training section and Academic department.
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CHAPTER 1
PROGRAM STRUCTURE

1.1 Introduction

I

n order to provide students with the necessary professional
skills, the BUE has identified the need for industrial interaction
for the students of today who would graduate to be the
workforce of tomorrow. Thus, the Faculty of Engineering requires
its students to attend a compulsory training program twice along
their five years of study. Achieving that objective requires the
organization and coordination with a wide range of industrial
contacts that are willing to provide that opportunity for the students.
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1.2 Internship Programme Structure
Engineering students at BUE are required to spend an average of 300 training hours/year.
Industrial Internships are required in the summer of year 2 and year 3 of their degree program.
Industrial internships are designed to provide an opportunity for the students to interact with real
world problems and implement any taught procedures and/or activities. The students are prepared
to perform specific tasks according to their year of study, as indicated in the upcoming chapters.
Students shall be allocated proper training venues as a result of any of the following:


Internship fairs held at BUE.



Industrial contacts established by academic staff at their degree program.



Industrial liaison committee at the faculty of engineering



Any other personal contacts.

1.3 Student Responsibilities at Internship Sessions


BUE students shall be treated as on the job trainees whereby specific tasks shall be assigned to
them as appropriate to their level of knowledge as indicated in the training profile.



It is the sole responsibility of students to seek knowledge and understanding of all matters
underpinning their assigned tasks.



Students shall collect complete information about the following as appropriate to their training
venue:
o

Nature and type of industrial facility

o

Size of industrial facility

o

Market share

o

Activities of industrial facility

o

Current and/or prospective partnerships
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1.4 Major Issues to consider
The following outlines the most important generic issues to consider and look for while conducting the
summer internships. Further detailed description shall be provided by respective degree programs.


Location and Description of industrial facility



Company Profile



Complete set of Technical datasheets covering the full range of products and/or services



Proper specifications and technical procedures for performing all contracted and/or
commissioned work



Types of raw materials used, including unit prices, storage & procurement procedures



Role of technical office in industrial facility



Tasks commissioned to the technical office



Procedures used in analyzing related systems



Learn and employ any software packages and/or tools which are employed by the
technical office



Identify proper procedures for requesting and performing all types of changes



Identify any discrepancies between design and analysis methods covered in theory and
practical considerations and procedures that might be employed in practice



Learn & practice industrial detailing procedures



Review all necessary steps for approval of design documents and/or drawings



Review and practice necessary procedures for approving completed works.



Identify proper procedures for creating bill of quantities.



Review industrial safety procedures and whether these are properly implemented



Review quality assurance regulations and procedures which are implemented in the
facility.
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1.5 Final Report & Presentations


Students shall prepare a technical report at the end of their internship program,
summarizing all the works and/or tasks performed and analyzed during the internship.
The report shall include copies of original project documents and drawings where
possible.



A power point presentation summarizing all performed work and activities, supported by
photos and pictures of the actual industrial facility and/or simulations of work done at the
technical office, is also required.



Students shall present their reports and conduct their presentations, in front of a panel at
BUE. Students shall be ready to respond to any requests for clarifications and/or questions
raised by the examining panel.



Summer internships are Pass/Fail modules, and carry no credit weight; however, students
will not graduate and attain their degrees without successfully satisfying the examining
committee of their level of effort and amount of attained technical and/or practical skills
and information during their internship positions.
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TRAINING PROFILE

2.1 Introduction

A

rchitecture Engineering at BUE graduates a general
architectural engineer with a specialty in one of the
major areas of architecture engineering, i.e., architectural
design, building construction and technology, environmental sciences
and building services, urban design and planning and construction
management. The department requires its students to register in an
industrial training program in the summers of year 2 and year 3 for
duration of about six weeks of training/summer. Year 1 students are
encouraged to search for training opportunities during the summer
even though it is not compulsory for them to do so.

C

ivil Engineering at BUE graduates a general engineer with
a specialty in one of the major areas of civil engineering,
i.e., structural, transportation, environmental, water
resources and construction management. The department requires its
students to register in an industrial training program in the summers
of year 2 and year 3 for a duration of about six weeks of
training/summer. Year 1 students are encouraged to seek training
opportunities during the summer even though it is not compulsory for
them to do so.

E

lectrical Engineering graduates study a variety of courses
that enable them to work in a number of fields related to
electronic design, digital communication systems, RF and
microwave wireless systems, optical systems, communication and
computer networks, design automation, computer engineering,
control system and optimization.
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M

echanical Engineering graduates study a variety of courses that enable them to
work in a number of fields related to mechanical engineering, namely and not
limited to: design, management and industrial engineering, Mechatronics ,
production, materials engineering, power engineering, and aeronautics and aerospace
engineering. The department requires its students to register in an industrial training program
in the summers of year 2 and year 3 for duration of six weeks of training/summer. Year 1
students are encouraged to seek training opportunities during the summer even though it is
not compulsory for them to do so.

C
P

hemical department requires its students to register in an industrial training program
in the summers of year 2 and year 3 for duration of six weeks of training/summer.
Year 1 students are encouraged to seek training opportunities during the summer
even though it is not compulsory for them to do so.

etroleum Engineering and Gas technology at BUE graduates a general engineer with a
specialty in the upstream industry focusing on the exploration and production
activities areas. The department requires its students to register in an industrial
training program in the summers of year 2 and year 3 for duration of about three- four weeks
of training/summer. Year 1 students are encouraged to seek training opportunities during the
summer even though it is not compulsory for them to do so.
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2.2Training Profile of Architecture Department
Years 2 & 3 students are requested to present the following at the end of each training
program:
1- log report
2- formal report (5000 words) describing
3- an assessment of overall performance by company staff
4- a 10-minutres oral presentation in front of a panel of academic staff members, which
will decide if the students shall pass or fail.
Students cannot graduate at BUE without passing two training sessions.
The following outlines the expected knowledge and required tasks to be assigned to our
students:

Year 1 Students (Optional)
The students have basic knowledge in:


Architectural drawing (manual and CAD) and design, basic representation
techniques, basic building construction methods, construction materials,
surveying and basic reinforced concrete and steel design methods.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Basic architectural drawing and representation techniques, practice reading
architectural and construction drawings, supervise and check formwork
construction and strengthening, monitor and supervise concrete pouring.

Year 2 Students (Obligatory)
The students have knowledge in:


Architectural design, building construction, basic management skills, quantity
surveying, building services and technical installation and preparing working
drawings.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Quantity surveying, supervising and checking of architectural finishing,
participate in preparation of working drawings and design representation.
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Year 3 Students (Obligatory)
The students have knowledge in:


Architectural design and representation, 3D CAD modeling, working
drawings, advanced construction technology, advanced building services,
construction project management and construction economics.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Design office to participate in architectural drawing and representation,
creating 2D & 3D AutoCAD drawings and details, construction documents,
project specifications, bidding procedures.
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2.3 Training Profile of Civil Department
Years 2 & 3 students are required to present a technical report at the end of each
training session and conduct a presentation in front of a panel of academic staff members,
which will decide if the students shall pass or fail. Students cannot graduate at BUE without
passing two training sessions.
The following outlines the expected knowledge and required tasks to be assigned to our
students:

Year 1 Students (Optional)
The students have basic knowledge in:


Surveying Techniques, Material Properties, Structural Analysis, Construction
Methods, Geotechnics & Geology and Civil Engineering Drawing.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Basic Surveying, Quantity Surveying, practice reading construction drawings,
supervise and check formwork construction and strengthening, monitor and
supervise concrete pouring.

Year 2 Students (Obligatory)
The students have knowledge in:


Advanced Surveying Techniques, Concrete Properties and Concrete Mix
Design, Intermediate Structural Analysis, Stability of Slopes and Advanced
Geotechnics, AutoCAD, basic Steel and RC Design and basic Planning
Techniques.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Advanced Surveying, Quantity Surveying, supervising and checking of
Reinforcement of Slabs, Beams and Columns, monitoring Concrete Sampling,
relate Reinforcement to Practical Detailing, Construction Planning.

Year 3 Students (Obligatory)
The students have knowledge in:


Advanced Structural Analysis, Advanced Steel and RC design, Waste Water
Treatment, Water Supply Networks, Transportation Systems and Hydraulic
Structures.
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They may be assigned tasks in:


Design office to check design calculations, calculation sheets, creating
AutoCAD drawings and details, construction documents, project
specifications, bidding procedures.
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2.4Training Profile of Electrical Department
Years 2 & 3 students are required to present a technical report at the end of each
training session and conduct a presentation in front of a panel of academic staff members,
which will decide if the students shall pass or fail. Students cannot graduate at BUE without
passing two training sessions.
The following outlines the expected knowledge and required tasks to be assigned to our
students:

Year 1 Students (Optional)
The students have basic knowledge in:


Basic electric circuits, analogue electronic components and circuits, logic
circuits, data structure, basics of Java programming, and electromagnetism

They may be assigned tasks in:


Basic design of electric and electronic circuits.

Year 2 Students (Compulsory)
The students have knowledge in:


Analogue and digital communication, advanced analogue electronic circuits,
microcontroller-based systems, electrical power, fundamentals of electronic
materials and properties, computer architecture, control system design and
analysis, engineering project management and system theory.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Microcontroller-based circuits and programming, implementation of logic
design using VHDL, design of FPGA-based systems, testing of analogue
communication systems, advanced analogue electronic circuits.

Year 3 Students (Compulsory)
The students have knowledge in:


Advanced digital communication systems, digital control, software
engineering, electronic measurement and instrumentation with emphasis on
automated and computer-based measurement system, advanced semiconductor
devices and modeling techniques.
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They may be assigned tasks in:


Design, testing and implementation of digital communication systems, PCbased measurement techniques, use of semiconductor models in advanced
simulation tools, design of digital control system.
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2.5Training Profile of Mechanical Department
The department requires its students to register in an industrial training program in the
summers of year 2 and year 3 for duration of six weeks of training/summer. Year 1 students
are encouraged to seek training opportunities during the summer even though it is not
compulsory for them to do so.
Students are required to present a technical report at the end of their training program and
conduct a presentation in front of a panel of academic staff members, which will decide if the
students shall pass or fail. Students cannot graduate at BUE without passing two training
sessions.
The following outlines the expected knowledge and required tasks to be assigned to our
students:

Year 1 Students (Optional)
The students have basic knowledge in:


Material Properties, Structural Analysis, Mechanical Engineering Drawing,
and basic tooling and manufacturing methods.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Basic design and manufacturing engineering activities.

Year 2 Students (Compulsory)
The students have knowledge in:


Basic sciences, advanced structure analysis, machine element design,
advanced drawing, materials properties and technology, manufacturing
methods by casting and metal forming, and thermal and fluid flow relations.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Reporting data on production lines, simple design tasks for production lines,
materials testing, and manual or computer drawing activities.

Year 3 Students (Compulsory)
The students have knowledge in:


Product design, measurements and tooling, material characterization by DT
and NDT methods, machining, welding, modern control systems in industry,
operations management, advanced fluid mechanics and thermodynamics of
systems.
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They may be assigned tasks in:


Design office to check design calculations, calculation sheets, creating
AutoCAD drawings and details, welding shops, NDT labs, tasks related to
production management, operation and maintenance of modern industrial
control systems, operation and optimization of HVAC and fluid machinery.
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2.6Training Profile of Chemical Engineering Department
Years 2 & 3 students are required to present a technical report at the end of each
training session and conduct a presentation in front of a panel of academic staff members,
which will decide if the students shall pass or fail. Students cannot graduate at BUE without
passing two training sessions.
The following outlines the expected knowledge and required tasks to be assigned to our
students:

Year 1 Students (Optional)
The students have basic knowledge in:


Engineering sciences, computer programming, chemistry, principles of
material and energy balances, and thermodynamics

They may be assigned tasks in:


Chemical industries or chemical laboratories.

Year 2 Students (Obligatory)
The students have knowledge in:


Fluid mechanics, heat transfer, Equipment mechanical design, organic and
polymer chemistry

They may be assigned tasks in:


Basic equipment design , chemicals industries, petroleum refineries, water
desalination and treatment plants

Year 3 Students (Obligatory)
The students have knowledge in:


Mass transfer, separation processes, process safety, process simulation,
process integration, chemical reactor design, and process control, process
economics and management.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Design offices to perform design and simulation tasks, chemicals industries,
petroleum refineries, water desalination and treatment plants with emphasis on
advanced topics such as process safety, process control, process management,
process integration, equipment design and operation.
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2.7 Training Profile of Petroleum & Gas Department
Years 2 & 3 students are required to present a technical report at the end of each
training session and conduct a presentation in front of a panel of academic staff members,
which will decide if the students shall pass or fail. Students cannot graduate at BUE without
passing two training sessions.
The following outlines the expected knowledge and required tasks to be assigned to our
students:

Year 1 Students (Optional)
The students have basic knowledge in:


Engineering sciences, computer programming, petroleum industry and
geological principles of petroleum exploration and production.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Basic E&P petroleum engineering activities.

Year 2 Students (Obligatory)
The students have knowledge in:


Oil well drilling engineering, surveying techniques, petroleum reservoir
properties, project management.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Drilling engineering, surveying, petroleum reservoir evaluation, machine
design, project planning and management.

Year 3 Students (Obligatory)
The students have knowledge in:


Petroleum production equipment, formation evaluation, reservoir modeling
and simulation, corrosion problems, exploration and field development
techniques.

They may be assigned tasks in:


Selection of production tools and equipment, reservoir and formation
evaluation, well planning and design, reservoir monitoring, and field
development planning.
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CHAPTER 3
TRAINING MODULE
SPECIFICATION

3.1 Introduction

T

he aim of this chapter is to specify the module
specifications of both Year 2 & Year 3 for all of
engineering departments at the British University in

Egypt.
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3.2 Module Specification for Year 2
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3.3 Module Specification for Year 3
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CHAPTER 4
TRAINING TASKS &
PROCEDURES

4.1 Introduction

T

he tasks and procedures in this chapter emphasize the role of
both training section and academic departments for fulfilling
the targets and intended learning outputs of summer training.
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4.1 Training section

No.

Procedure

1

To prepare data base for the student to be trained

2

To search for providing training sites according to the different specializations, to fix
the student numbers for each site and submit these data to be approved by academic
departments.

3

Upon the approval of academic departments, the students to be distributed to cover the
different sites taking in consideration the students who can provide the training sites by
themselves.

4

To prepare a proposal for the training plan including the students and sites. This plan
to be submitted for approval.

5

To coordinate with different sites so that the students go to their training in the due
time.
All needed administrative work should be done before.

6

Current situation of the training implementation is to be submitted periodically to the
academic departments by the end of each month. A final report is to be submitted to the
departments by the end of training.

7

To survey the students who do not fulfill their training and to follow up with them to
carry out their training, the departments should be informed.
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4.2 Academic Department

No.

Procedure

1

To hold a meeting with the students to get them well aware with the summer training.

2

To search for providing training sites and to conduct them to the training section.

3

To study and investigate the recommended training sites as well as the training plan
proposal prior approval.

4

To technically follow-up the students during implementing their training.

5

To prepare the module file for each year.

6

To implement the required assessment for the training process including the technical
reports as well as the site reports.

7

To prepare the assessment results before the dead line of mark input.
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CHAPTER 5
INDUSTRIAL
COLLABORATION

5.1 Introduction

T

o support and enrich the internship program , an
industrial collaboration is highly essential. A faculty
coordinators is assigned for organizing industrial
collaboration for students’ summer internship and both of field
visits and research activities. In addition to that directional field
trips are carried out for the 1st and 2nd year. These visits
familiarize the students with the practical aspects of their
courses and thus helping them to acquire higher standards and
fulfilling degrees with better results.
As the industrial training requirement is on integral
graduation requirement ,the training modules are assessed
through a report , presentation , and a log book in which the
students emphasize their achievements during their training
assignment. A company report about the students that are trained
in this company can help the academic staff to monitor the
performance of students. Moreover, unplanned visit of an
academic staff member relevant to the area of training can be
performed to monitor/control the performance of students.
The broad spectrum of industrial placement results in a
graduated profile recognized in both local and international
market job place.
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5.2 Industrial and research inputs and their significance
The industrial and research input in learning and teaching is assured
through a number of measures which represent the job description of
industrial collaboration and could be summarized as follows:
1. Developing a departmental research strategy such that approved
research projects should comply with the strategy. This strategy
is as taken from the staff meetings: “Final year research projects
should fit within our current research strategy with priorities in
the following order: renewable energy, industrially or otherwise
funded research projects, ongoing research projects by staff
members who are at final stages of completion and leading to
publications, points brought by the students themselves after
agreement with a staff member”.
2. Establishing grounds for successful industrial collaboration and
establishing multiple avenues to collaboration including
recruiting selective academic staff from industry, inviting
industrial personal to the University for Invited Lectures and
including them in students’ research projects.
3. Establishing collaborative research processes with other research
organizations by the same methods mentioned in 2.
4. Planning to establish a technological center for developed
industries through collaboration with industrial sites to provide
an industrial environment where the local and international
industry professionals, academic staff, researchers will interact
and work mutually.
5. Accurate and wide choice of approved internship facilities which
prepare the graduates for the real industrial life in different
aspects.
6. Solving industrial technical problem to major industrial firms in
Egypt.
7. Opening channels with Industrial Corporation for training of
their employees on the latest technology available at the BUE.
8. Providing the university with a list of enterprises who can be
invited to job fairs which are organized annually by the
university.
The previous measures help to:
a. Familiarize students with the real and up-dated needs of industry.
b. Build staff and students capacity to self- evaluate the program.
c. Bring students to the appropriate level expected from their targeted
destinations after graduation.
d. Build strong bonds between students and leading international companies in
all different industrial fields through providing latest technologies.
e. Produce competitive graduates to the local and international job opportunities
capable of proving themselves when introduced through job fairs.
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CHAPTER 6
TRAINING TEMPLATES

6.1 Introduction

T

he Aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the marking criteria
of the Training Department for both of the training report and
the presentation. It also shows the template of the Company
Report and the Logbook Summary.
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6.2 Evaluation Criteria for the Training Report
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6.3 Evaluation Criteria for the Presentation
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6.4Company Report
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6.5 Logbook Summary Template
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CHAPTER 7
EXAMPLES OF TRAINING
SITES

7.1 Introduction

T

he Aim of this chapter is to show samples of the
different training sites that are available for the BUE
students inside and outside Egypt. These training sites
offered by the BUE provide the students with a wide range of
Industrial Varieties that meet their interests and ensure they get the
highest level of expertise during their summer training.
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7.2 Samples of Training Sites inside Egypt

Egypt Air

Oriental Weavers

Egypt Air is the flag carrier airline of Egypt and a
member of Star Alliance. It is considered to be the
largest airline in Africa .The headquarters of this
airline is located in Cairo International Airport.
Almost more than 75 destinations in the Middle
East, Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas are
being scheduled for passenger and freight
services.

Located in Egypt, Oriental Weavers is considered to be
the largest machine made rug manufacturer in the
Middle East. Oriental Weavers products are known
globally for their high quality fibers, fashionable
designs, distinctive characteristics, innovative weaving
techniques which will provide the trainees with a high
standard of experience

The Egypt Air company is divided into several
divisions that its aim is to provide several
essential services for flight. One of these divisions
is the “Egypt Air Maintenance & Engineering”
division which is responsible for the maintenance
of the fleet of planes of Egypt Air and any other
vehicle or machine associated.
“Egypt Air Maintenance & Engineering” division
consists of 4 main sections which are:

Schneider

1-Hanger 8000: For Airbus planes
2-Hanger 7000: For Boeing Planes
3-Engine Maintenance
4-Units Maintenance

In 1980 Schneider Electric in Egypt was founded and
since then it offers a wide range of products and
services in Egypt and North East Africa with its
expertise in automation control, energy solutions,
power
components
&conservation,
energy
management and recently renewable energies such as
wind and solar.
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7.2 Samples of Training Sites outside Egypt

FARO (Germany)

FARO has three headquarters. The American headquarter in Florida (USA), The European headquarter in
Korntal-Münchingen (Germany), and the Asian headquarter in Singapore. FARO maintains other branch
offices in Brazil, Canada, China, France, India, Italy, Japan, Korea, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain,
Switzerland, Turkey and the UK.

Germany

FARO develops and markets computer-aided measurement systems and software worldwide. The
portable coordinate measuring devices from FARO, together with their industry-specific software
solutions, allow high-precision 3D measurements and 3D comparisons of parts and complex systems
directly within assembly and production processes. FARO measurement systems are used anywhere
where the most accurate measurements are necessary. They are used for inspecting components and
component assemblies, production planning and inventory documentation.
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